
CORAL cabin 
temperature user panel

Product description:

Coral user panel is designed to be a new way for control a temperature in a cabin. 
Its adoptive and simple design, makes it very friendly to operate, 
no matter if you are an ancient or young person.

- innovative measuring of temperature direct on a panel surface makes it 
possible to be completely in line with the wall with no outstanding parts from it

- no front openings - able to guarantee clean surface and precise temperature 
measurement all the time

- buttons are made with "Touch" technology and no mechanically, that means 
less maintenance costs, maximum care for a hygiene 

- build in luminosity sensor to achieve lower energy consumption and no 
disturbance with excessive light during darkness

- all specific setting can be done directly from automation system
- fast and secure installation

- elegant and customizable design
- different cover frames according to GIRA System 55
- Braille + acoustic signal makes user panel possible to use also for blind people

Touch, 
Functionality,
Hygiene 
and Design 
matters!
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1. Installation principle:

2. Technical specifications
Product number:   1433
Supply voltage:   20V – 30V (from KNX/EIB TP bus)
Power consumption (max):  0.25 W
Dimensions (H x W x D):  56 x 56 x 16 mm
Operation:    0°C – +50°C
Storage:    -20°C – +70°C
Connection connector:  WAGO 243-211
 

3. Communication to PLC 
Coral user panel is designed to be KNX/EIB (Twisted pair) compatible.
Device is powered from KNX/EIB communication bus. 

4. Main functionalities:
 Buttons for temperature adjustment are designed 

for blind or partially sighted people as well  (Braille 
writing system).

 Data are sent via KNX/EIB communication bus 
from device to PLC controller in fixed time 
intervals. Temperature regulation is done by PLC 
controller. 

 It is possible to connect up to 16 temperature units 
to a single PLC controller – unique bus address 
must be set with on-board dip-switches for every 
connected device 

 LED backlight intensity is automatically adjusted 
depending on ambient light intensity 
measurement 

5. Operation:
 user panel allows measuring and set point adjustment of room temperature, which is  

displayed with 12 LED columns. Lowest and highest set point values are adjustable on the 
PLC controller 

  With +  and - switches, room temperature set point can be adjusted
  Snow flake activates fast cooling

6. Possible operating modes
  Local,
  Remote and
  Maintenance

7. Functional test
User panel is provided with functional test, that enables fast and easy way for
commissioning and later maintenance, by showing different statuses on LED bars

In-wall installation box with 
standard dimensions 68x40 

Coral back/rear
mounting frame

Gira System 55 
cover frame

 Coral front panel
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